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Recap: what is a city?

Cities are characterized by

I High population density (relative to surrounding areas)

I Due to high population density, cities tend to be crowded,
noisy, polluted. For people and economic activities to cluster
in cities, there must be some benefits.

I What are the benefits?

I We will focus on the benefits on the production side.



Two types of benefits offered by cities:

I Economies of scale
I Efficiency gains from increasing scale of individual firms
I Example: assembly lines increase efficiency

I Agglomeration effects
I Efficiency gains from firms being closed to other firms

(sometimes also called external economies of scale)
I Operate in both production and consumption
I Example: the knowledge spillover in the Silicon Valley
I The main reasons for this to happen will be the focus of next

week

I The difference: whether it is inside or outside individual firms
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Economies of scale: definition

I Business enterprises become more efficient at large scales of
operation



Two ways of expressing scale economies mathematically

Slope = QB
LB

Slope = QA
LA

(LB ,QB)

(LA,QA)

Total Input : L

Total Output : Q



Two ways of expressing scale economies mathematically

AverageCost = QB
LB

Total input : L

Average cost : L
Q
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Economies of scale: definition

I Two channels for the economies of scale to take place
I Indivisible inputs
I Factor specialization



An (overly) simple economy without cities

Consider the following economy:

I 1000 workers equally spread among the 10 locations in the
economy. Each of worker has one unit of labor

I Workers produce the only output in the economy — cell
phones, using their labor

I Backyard production: workers spend their time working in
their backyard, and produce a cell phone

I The total output of the economy is 1000 cell phones. Workers
have no incentive to leave their hometown

I All locations will have the same population density. No
concentration of people ⇒ no city



Economies of scale can lead to population concentration

One day a worker discovered a new production technique, named
‘assembly line’

I It takes two workers to install the assembly line and keep it
running

I This new production technique slices the cell phone
production into potentially many different tasks

I The factory owner hires workers to work on the assembly line,
with each of them specialize in one or a few tasks

I Instead of knowing how to make a cellphone from scratch,
each worker now only needs to master very few specific tasks.
Assembly Line Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmLsV9cSk0o&t=247s


Economies of scale can lead to population concentration

I This new technique entails the two sources of economies of
scale

I Indivisible input: as the operation scales up, the overheads of
running the assembly line gets ‘diluted’—the average cost of
production decreases

I Factor specialization: as more workers join the factory, each of
them can specialized in fewer tasks, and therefore becomes
more efficient

I With this new technology, which of the following would be the
arrangement that generates the highest output for the
economy?

I Backyard production, where each worker produces one unit of
output

I One large 1000-worker factory
I We can analyze this mathematically using the two diagrams

from previous slides



Economies of scale can lead to population concentration

I The owner can pay more to workers than they can earn from
backyard production. Workers move to where the factory
is—a city emerges

I Detour: Trade and firm location
I Because of the improved technology, the factory can produce

millions of cell phones with thousands of workers. Where do
the extra cell phones go?

I Firms buy inputs from other firms, and sell products to
customers in different places.

I When productivity rise above self sufficiency, there are greater
gains from trading with other economies.

I Even in this single economy with one factory, trade costs could
play a role in city locations.

I Where should the firm be located? Trade and transportation
places a large role.

I More on this later



Economies of scale can lead to population concentration

I Economies of scale lead to ‘company towns’
I Formed around a single employer that hires a large fraction of

local workers (MSU and East Lansing)
I There is a limit of the size of a single firm (why?) dis-economy

of scale.

I Modern cities consist of large number of firms in different
industries



Economies of scale can lead to population concentration,
but not modern metropolis

I The story so far partially explain the rise of some early
industrial cities after industrial revolution

I E.g. London. Its population doubled between 1800-1850.
Adam Smith’s pin factory story.

I However, some important features of the urbanization process
have been overlooked:

I London is hardly a one-factory city. It is a collection of
factories and shops from all industries

I Productivity within a firm wasn’t the only thing that changed
when people moved to London.

I We need to understand why firms cluster.
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Agglomeration leads to modern metropolis

I Definition: agglomeration economies refers to that firms can
benefit from the presence of other firms in the same area

I A positive externality among firms.
I Knowledge spillover among firms in the same/similar industry

(Dalton, Georgia; Silicon Valley).
I Knowledge spillover between upstream and downstream firms

(Detroit; Shenzhen, China).
I Sharing of facilities and infrastructure (port cities).
I Also exists among workers and consumers.



Sources of agglomeration

I Learning
I two software engineerings talking about a promgramming trick

over beer.

I Matching
I only big market can generate enough demand for some ”niche”

skill.

I Sharing
I infrastructure: ports, roads, etc
I share of suppliers and consumers



Industry Concentration in the U.S.



Expressing agglomeration graphically

Large city

small city

Total input : L

Total output : Q
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Transportation-cost saving as an agglomeration effect

I Consider a factory that buys parts on the market, employs
workers to assemble the parts into cell phones, and then sells
the cell phones on the market

I Shipping input and output is costly. Hiring workers to work
with long commute is also costly.

I ⇒ the factory will be more profitable if located near either
input suppliers or the market, ideally both

I Cities could emerge in both input production sites and
customer markets, or where workers are. We will ignor worker
commute for now.

I Transportation costs serve as an agglomeration effect



When inputs and markets are separated

I In more realistic settings, firms use multiple inputs, sourced
from different locations

I Example: natural resources (coal/iron mines) and steel
production

I Consider a firm selling its output (steel) to a single market in
a city

I The input (coal mine) is located in a separated location,
connected to the city by a road

I Firms can choose anywhere along the road connecting the two
locations



When inputs and markets are separated

Market Input
Road



Shipping cost exhibit ‘economies of distance’

Terminal cost

Variable cost

Total distance : k

$
ton

The average shipping cost per mile decreases in distance shipped



For simplicity, assume the change in average shipping cost
is continuous

cost for a ton of steel

h

k0

Cost for enough iron
ores to produce one ton
of steel

g

D − k0
Distance : k

$



Optimal factory location minimizes shipping costs

cost for a ton of steel

Market

$

Cost for enough iron
ores to produce one ton
of steel

Mine

Total Shipping Cost

$



Optimal factory location minimizes shipping costs

I Either input or output will be shipped, but not both, due to
the scale economy

I The freight cost per mile decreases with distance, so it makes
sense to ship either input or output all the way

I If, on the other hand the shipping cost increases with distance,
a point in the middle might be the optimal

I When shipping input is more costly, production will take place
near the iron mine, giving rise to a resource-based production
city

I When shipping product is more costly, production will take
place near the consumers, giving rise to a consumption-based
production city.



Weight-losing v.s. weight-gaining industry
I In the previous example, output (steel) is easier to ship than

input (iron ore and coal) because more than 1 tonnes of iron
ore and coal produces 1 ton of steel.

I We call this type of industries ”Weight-losing” industries,
which tend to be located close to the raw materials

I Other examples? Sugar refinery; American bourbon; furniture
I Other industries are ”Weight-gaining”

I E.g. soft drinks.

I Big cities tend to contain firms from weight-gaining industries,
or ‘market-oriented firms’: they benefit from locating near the
market for their outputs

I The presence of weight-gaining industries will attract other
industries that benefit from different forms of agglomeration
economies

I Geography, shipping costs and technology
I Newspaper industry much more concentrated in the U.K. than

in the U.S.
I Changing now due to new communication technology
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Reality is far more complicated...

I In each industry, there are usually multiple markets and raw
material sources

I Production location depends on the interaction of scale
economies and transportation costs

I Example from history of New York: Sugar cane harvested in
the West Indies, and Europe was a major market.

I But in 19th Century, NYC was a major location for sugar
refining: Sugar cane turned into raw sugar in West Indies,
shipped to NYC, refined, and then shipped to markets in
Europe.

I Why?





The interaction of scale economies and transportation
costs in the formation of cities

I Five cities inter-connected to each other, each with N
5

population

I Each person consumes one unit of manufactured good,
produced with scale economies

I Indivisible input, factor specialization

I Transportation costs incurr when goods produced in one
region need to be shipped to another region

I The economy needs to decide how many plants to build, and
where to locate them



The interaction of scale economies and transportation
costs in the formation of cities

Consider two extreme cases

I Case 1: Average production costs decrease in scale, no
transportation cost → concentration

I Case 2: No economies of scale, high transportation cost →
dispersion



The interaction of scale economies and transportation
costs in the formation of cities

I The location of the manufacturing plant(s) will further
interact with other industries through agglomeration

I One difference between industrialized and developing country:
transportation infrastructure

I Because of shipping cost, markets are more segregated in
developing countries. Benefits from scale economies are
limited



Example: sugar production in NY

I Sugar cane → raw sugar → white sugar

I The production of raw sugar is a weight-losing process, so
sugar canes were turned into raw sugar in West Indies to save
transportation costs

I Refinery of sugar subject to large economies of scale, due to
large fixed cost. NYC host the largest sugar refinery factories
in North America. The scale of operation reduced its average
cost

I Raw sugar refined in NYC and then shipped throughout the
U.S. and to Europe



Example: Transportation costs and the location of cities

Historically, transportation costs played an important role in the
location of cities

I 80% of the world population live within 60 miles of the coast
I Many of these places became major cities while serving as

trading ports
I E.g., Venice, Genoa, Pisa in Italy
I Seaborne transportation was much cheap than ground

transportation

I After initial development, agglomeration kicked in and started
a virtuous cycle

I Even when the transportation advantage became irrelevant,
the city will not cease to exist



Transshipment point and the location of American cities

I Transshipment point: a location where the mode of
transportation of merchandises change

I Example: most seaports, which connects the vast interior
through ground transportation, to the rest of the world
through seaborne transportation

I New York City: Goods from ships from Europe and the
Caribbeans need to be unloaded and reloaded to smaller ships
long the Erie Canal.

I Chicago: Goods from ships that navigate on the Great Lakes
need to be unloaded and reloaded to trains.

I Buffalo, NY: Goods need to be unloaded from ships, carried
down past the Niagara Falls, and re-loaded to ships (portage
cities).

I Building factories in transshipment point saves transportation
cost

I Cities are more likely to emerge in transshipment points



Transshipment point and the location of American cities

Terminal cost

Variable cost

Total distance : k

$
ton

I Unloading and loading cost are incurred when there is a
change in the mode of transportation



Transshipment point and the location of cities

Domestic market

Domestic market

Domestic market

Overseas
Railroad

Road

Road

Ship



Transshipment point and the location of cities

I Foreign countries provide raw materials, which need to be
processed in a factory to sell to domestic consumers

I make furniture from timber
I make fine sugar from raw sugar (fine sugar is hard to preserve)
I bottle bourbon from barrels of bourbon

I Where to locate the factory?
I Not overseas, final steps or processing needs to be done close

to market.
I Not in individual domestic markets, factories will be too small,

no economy of scale
I Benefits of locating in the transshipment point: (1) large

factories with economy of scale, (2) by putting more
value-added in the product, reduces terminal shipping cost per
dollar value of product (indivisible input).



Transshipment point and the location of cities
I Once a number of factories are already located in a place, the

agglomeration effects draw more people and factories

I Consider another type of transshipment point: the locations
with obstacles to inland water navigation, where continued
transport required overland hauling or portage

I Portage sites attracted commerce and supporting services,
and places where the falls provided water power attracted
manufacturing during early industrialization

I →Many cities in the North America formed along the fall line,
a geomorphological feature in the southeastern United States
marking the final rapids on rivers before the ocean

I Those cities continued to exist even though the original
advantage have long been obsolete: Washington,
Philadelphia, Richmond, etc.



Bleakly and Lin (2002)
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Bleakly and Lin (2002)



Politics can interact with economic forces to shape the
location of cities

I Borders are man-made barriers to transportation: tariff and
non-tariff barriers

I When the barriers are high, border locations have limited
access to foreign countries

I Smaller barriers → lower shipping costs to foreign countries

I Border cities more attractive as a production location (think
about N.Y. in the sugar refinery example, what would happen
if the cost of shipping between West Indies/Europe and New
York is high?)



The unification of East and West Germany as a case study

I After the WWII, Germany was split into East and West two
parts, with little economic connection between the two

I The cities close to the ‘border’ suddenly lost access to cities in
the other part

I Those cities became less favorable locations for factories

I Growth slowed down in these cities, compared to cities that
were originally further away from the border



The unification of East and West Germany as a case study



The unification of East and West Germany as a case study

Treated: cities close to the internal border
Control: cities faraway from the border
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Cities are resilient

I Because of the self-reinforcing agglomeration effect, cities are
resilient. Even natural disasters or wars cannot change the
location of a city

I Case study: Japan during and after the WWII (based on a
study by Davis and Weinstein, 2002)

I “The Allied strategic bombing of Japan in World War II
devastated the targeted 66 cities.The bombing destroyed
almost half of all structures in these cities-a total of 2.2
million buildings. Two-thirds of productive capacity vanished.
Three hundred thousand Japanese were killed. Forty percent
of the population was rendered homeless. Some cities lost as
much as half of their population owing to deaths, missing, and
refugee.”

I But those people stayed and started again in the same city



Davis and Weinstein (2002)



Davis and Weinstein (2002)



Other reasons for cities

I Consumer cities
I Las Vegas

I Political cities
I Washington, DC in the 19th century; Brasilia.
I Why are Michigan’s state capital and major land grant

university here?
I Other examples in the United States?



Summary

I Two reasons (with regard to production) why cities exist:
scale economies and agglomeration

I Transportation cost is also an important channel of
agglomeration

I Natural resources, geography location, political events, all
shape the location of cities through the interaction between
scale economies and transportation costs (and other channels
of agglomeration)

I Cities tend to be resilient to shocks because of agglomeration
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